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New Spring/summer collection 2022 Present Time 

With much joy we’d like to present our new collection with 

300+ new items to you. All items are recognizable for their 

modern looks, daring colors and an element of fun.

Natural Nirvana & Pastel Paradise
Our new products are separated into two themes. The 

main theme is our popular theme Natural Nirvana, which 

is all about soft, neutral tones. We added some sand and 

clay tones for our Summer collection. The theme has a 

pure, clean look with a natural feel. The use of different 

materials such as ceramics, teddy, boucle and poly resin 

make it interesting to mix and match our different items 

together.

Our second theme is a new one, especially created for 

Summer: Pastel Paradise. This theme is a little more 

colorful, with soft greens, pink tones and vanilla accents. 

The colors of this theme are used as accent colours which 

makes them add a fresh summer feeling to your interi-

or. Because we used the Pastel Paradise colours as an 

accent, this theme works well combined with all the items 

from our main theme Natural Nirvana.

Magic Marble
Marble is back! We used a marble print or veneer on vas-

es, clocks, side tables, trays and candle holders. Did you 

know that the use of veneer comes from ancient Egypt, 

where it was used for decorative purposes on furniture 

and tools? Veneer was used to add a luxury element and 

it increased the value of objects. By adding a print or 

veneer layer, the items gets a higher value look.

Garden Greens
Update your garden, balcony or outdoor space with our 

Garden Greens selection. Bring outside indoors and 

indoors outside! Create your own urban jungle with our 

pots, vases, botanical prints and artificial plants. The 

selection includes bird houses, wall art, cuckoo clocks, 

lanterns, clocks with botanical prints, plant pots, vases 

and artificial plants.

Cuisine Collection
This season we bring you a new range of kitchen items. 

Show off the nice glass canisters on your kitchen counter 

or steal the show with our beautiful kitchen towels with our 

own design graphic print. You no longer have to hide all 

kitchen items in your cabinets.

Iconic products for Karlsson, Leitmotiv & 

Present Time Home Accessories
In our Karlsson collection we introduce a lot of new 

clocks. For this season our internal designers have 

worked hard on own designs.  wide new collection is add-

ed by our creative buyer; some clocks with a classic look, 

others with a more modern appeal. We have new items for 

each style. We will introduce the NAME range made by 

our in-house designer Armando and a nice range of natu-

ral clocks with a botanical print painted by Iris. But we did 

not forget our external designers. Boxtel & Buijs designer 

a digital book clock for Karlsson  and new designer Emma 

Smit brought us a beautiful range of dome clocks. 

Leitmotiv brings you interesting new lighting; glass table 

lamps, vintage inspired and colourful. They will bright-

en up any room. Furthermore we will introduce new side 

tables, a new Lucid lamp range, some cuddly Teddy furni-

ture pieces and cabinets to organize your home. 

Present Time Home Accessories will bring you trendy, 

classic and timeless décor items to spice up your home. 

We have added new wall art and cushions with a print de-

sign from designer Emma Smit. But also a beautiful range 

of glass vases, ceramic vases from French  designer Anne 

Rieck and of course new poly resin items. Don’t forget to 

check out our new kitchen collection as well as our new 

candle holders, trays, plant pots and new items for your 

working space.

About Present Time
Present Time has 3 brands (Karlsson, Leitmotiv and 

Present Time Home Accessories), which are clean Dutch 

design items with a Scandinavian touch. Karlsson clocks 

has been around for 35 years. Leitmotiv lighting gives 

every room the right atmosphere and in the Leitmotiv 

range you’ll also find small furniture in different colors / 

materials. With Present Time Home Accessories you can 

finish the room. The 3 brands merge perfectly together 

to give a complete look to each interior. Present Time’s 

products for this Spring/Summer collection are available in 

various colors and materials. By combining items, multiple 

atmospheres and style groups can be created.

For more images of our products please visit:

https://bit.ly/presenttimeSS22
For more information, please contact Present Time at 

marketing@presenttime.com




